Changes in neurochemicals within the ventrolateral medullary respiratory column in awake goats after carotid body denervation
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Miller JR, Neumueller S, Muere C, Olesiak S, Pan L, Hodges MR, Forster HV. Changes in neurochemicals within the ventrolateral medullary respiratory column in awake goats after carotid body denervation. J Appl Physiol 115: 1088–1098, 2013. First published July 18, 2013; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00293.2013.—A current and major unanswered question is why the highly sensitive central CO2/H+ chemoreceptors do not prevent hypoventilation following carotid body denervation (CBD). Because perturbations involving the carotid bodies affect central neuromodulator and/or neurotransmitter levels within the respiratory network, we tested the hypothesis that after CBD there is an increase in inhibitory and/or a decrease in excitatory neurochemicals within the ventrolateral medullary column (VMC) in awake goats. Microtubules for chronic use were implanted bilaterally in the VMC within or near the pre-Bötzinger Complex (preBöC) through which mock cerebrospinal fluid (mCSF) was dialyzed. Effluent mCSF was collected and analyzed for neurochemical content. The goats hypventilated (peak +22.3 ± 3.4 mmHg PAcO2) and exhibited a reduced CO2 chemoreflex (nadir, 34.8 ± 7.4% of control ΔVE/ΔPacO2) after CBD with significant but limited recovery over 30 days post-CBD. After CBD, GABA and glycine were above pre-CBD levels (266 ± 29% and 189 ± 25% of pre-CBD; P < 0.05), and glutamine and dopamine were significantly below pre-CBD levels (P < 0.05). Serotonin, substance P, and epinephrine were variable but not significantly (P > 0.05) different from control after CBD. Analyses of brainstem tissues collected 30 days after CBD exhibited 1) a midline raphe-specific reduction (P < 0.05) in the percentage of tryptophan hydroxylase–expressing neurons, and 2) a reduction (P < 0.05) in serotonin transporter density in five medullary respiratory nuclei. We conclude that after CBD, an increase in inhibitory neurotransmitters and a decrease in excitatory neuromodulation within the VMC/preBöC likely contribute to the hypoventilation and attenuated ventilatory CO2 chemoreflex.
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IN THE 1960S, THE elegant studies of Fencl et al. in awake goats demonstrated that alveolar ventilation was linearly correlated with the [H+] of the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) (12). Fencl et al. concluded that “resting ventilation is a single function of [H+] in the cerebral interstitial fluid” and that the carotid bodies play “no significant role in the respiratory response to acid-base disruptions” (12). However, Bisgard et al. subsequently found in awake ponies that carotid body denervation (CBD) resulted in hypoventilation and a secondary decrease in the pH of the CSF by −0.03, which on the basis of studies of Fencl et al., should have robustly stimulated the central chemoreceptors (3). Accordingly, a major unanswered question regarding the effects of CBD is why the intact and highly responsive central chemoreceptors do not prevent the marked hypercapnia post-CBD. Major insight into this question was provided by the isolated carotid body perfusion studies by Blain et al. in awake dogs, which suggested that the sensitivity of central chemoreceptors is directly related to carotid chemoreceptor activity (4). This carotid afferent effect does not appear to be specific to central chemosensitivity because there is a uniform reduction in ventilatory responses to other stimuli after CBD (14, 15).

One pathway for carotid chemoreceptor effects on the control of breathing is through second-order projections from the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) to the parafacial respiratory group/retrotrapezoid nucleus (pFRG/RTN) (17). The pFRG/RTN integrates multiple sources of excitatory drive to breathe and provides a major source of excitation (17) to the pre-Bötzinger Complex (preBöC) and many other brainstem respiratory neurons. An alternative pathway for carotid afferent effects on breathing is suggested by studies demonstrating that perturbations involving the carotid bodies (such as CBD, intracarotid perfusion of CO2-enriched saline/KCN, and hypoxia) can alter central neuromodulator and/or neurotransmitter levels at multiple sites that contribute to ventilatory control, including the medullary raphe nuclei (16, 21, 27, 33, 42, 46). These findings suggest that carotid afferents may affect breathing by determining the excitability of ventral respiratory column neurons, including those in the preBöC, via alterations in central neuromodulators and/or neurotransmitters.

The major objective of the current study was to test the hypothesis that after CBD, there is an increase in inhibitory and/or a decrease in excitatory neurochemicals within the preBöC/ventrolateral medullary column (VMC). A secondary objective was to test the hypothesis that the time-dependent recovery of ventilation following CBD is associated with a return of central neuromodulation and/or neurotransmission to near control levels within the preBöC/VMC.

METHODS

Data were obtained from 21 female adult goats weighing 42.5 ± 8.3 kg. The goats were housed in an environmental chamber with a fixed ambient temperature and photoperiod (6:00 AM–6:00 PM). All goats were allowed access to feed and water ad libitum except for study periods and 24-h fasting periods prior to surgeries. All aspects of the study were reviewed and approved by the Medical College of Wisconsin Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Experimental Design

Five of 21 goats were euthanized immediately upon arrival at the laboratory and served as controls for histological analysis. The remaining 16 goats underwent an instrumentation surgery for subcutaneous elevation of the carotid arteries. After 2 wk of recovery and familiarization with study equipment and baseline study procedures, 10 of the 16 experimental goats underwent a second surgery for bilateral microtubule (MT) implantation targeting the preBötC area of the VMC. These goats were subsequently allowed an additional 2 wk for recovery and training followed by a series of baseline physiologic studies (described below).

Upon completion of baseline studies, the carotid bodies were bilaterally denervated (CBD) in 9 MT-implanted goats and 4 non-MT-implanted goats. In addition, one MT-implanted goat and two non-MT-implanted goats underwent sham CBD. During preliminary studies, some goats required additional ventilatory support following recovery from CBD surgery. Accordingly, in these and all subsequent goats, we created a tracheostomy at the time of the CBD surgery. Studies resumed within 24–48 h postsurgery, and most goats were studied up to 30 days post-CBD. Two goats were euthanized at 5 days post-CBD and one was euthanized 13 days post-CBD. Upon completion of studies, each goat was euthanized, the head perfused and fixed, and the medulla harvested.

Surgical Procedures

For all surgeries, the goats were anesthetized with ketamine, intubated, and mechanically ventilated with 2% isoflurane in 100% O2. All procedures were performed under sterile conditions. For the initial instrumentation surgery, the carotid arteries were isolated from the vagi, elevated superficially to the muscle, and skin was sutured. For this and all other surgeries, fluxin melaglene (1 mg/kg, IM) was administered once before surgery followed by buprenorphine hydrochloride (0.005 mg/kg, IM, twice daily) for 2 days postoperatively for analgesic purposes. To minimize infection, the goats received ceftiofur sodium (2 mg/kg) and gentamicin (3 mg/kg) throughout the procedure. Infection was minimized with chloramphenicol injections (20 mg/kg, decreasing by 0.05 mg/kg each day, IV, three times a day) for 2 days postoperatively for analgesic purposes. To minimize infection, the goats received ceftiofur sodium (2 mg/kg) and gentamicin (3 mg/kg) throughout the study protocol.

Implantation of stainless steel MTs into the preBötC region occurred as described previously (25, 35, 49). Under anesthesia, a dorsal midline incision was made at the base of the skull and neck bisecting the nuchal ligament. Rostral to the foramen magnum, a rotary drill was used to remove bone until a segment of dura mater was exposed. A small patch of the dura was removed to expose obex. Obex was then used as a reference point for placement of MTs (70 mm length, 1.27 mm outer diameter, 0.84 mm inner diameter) in or near the target site, the preBötC (4.5 mm lateral to midline, 2 mm rostral to obex, 4 mm ventral to the dorsal surface). However, to avoid blood vessels on the dorsal medullary surface, the implantation site was adjusted slightly in some goats. After placement, the MTs were secured to the surrounding bone and tissue, and the craniotomy was sealed using dental acrylic.

Experienced laboratory personnel monitored the goats continuously for 24 h after implantation surgery. In most cases, the goats were able to stand and/or maintain sternal recumbence within 2–3 h postsurgery. Acute nystagmus was minimal in all goats. Food and water intake were restricted during the first 24 h postsurgery and were closely monitored for several days thereafter. Brain edema was minimized with dexamethasone injections (starting at 0.4 mg/kg and decreasing by 0.05 mg/kg each day, IV, three times a day) for 1 wk. Infection was minimized with chloramphenicol injections (20 mg/kg, IV, three times a day) for 3 days postsurgery and with daily injections of cefotiofur sodium (2 mg/kg) and gentamicin (3 mg/kg) throughout the protocol.

CBD surgery. CBD or sham-CBD surgery was performed as previously described (20, 40). Under anesthesia, the head was rotated to a supine position for a ventral midline incision. After gentle retraction of the airway, the carotid arteries and carotid bifurcations were exposed. Proximal to the bifurcation and dorsal to the carotid artery is a small bundle of nerves and vessels containing the carotid sinus nerve. Once identified, two sutures were placed around the carotid sinus nerve and a small segment was excised. This procedure was performed bilaterally, and both chemoreceptors and baroreceptors were denervated; thus, attenuation/absence of both may have contributed to the effects of CBD. For sham CBD, the carotid bifurcation was exposed and identified, but no nerves were sectioned. After completion, the midline incision was then sutured closed.

Tracheostomy. Immediately following CBD surgery, a small midline incision was made caudal to the larynx to create a tracheostomy. A segment of cartilage from the trachea was then removed, creating an opening ~1 cm in diameter, and the surrounding skin was sutured to the opening in the trachea. The goats then recovered and were later fitted with an endotracheal tube. All goats were monitored continuously for 24 h following surgery.

Physiologic Studies

All experimental protocols and procedures are standard in our laboratory (35, 49). During experimental procedures, the goats stood comfortably, while loosely secured in a stanchion. A custom-fitted airtight mask was secured to the goats’ snout and a two-way breathing valve was attached. In tracheostomized goats, the breathing valve was fitted directly to the endotracheal tube. Inspiratory flow was measured with a pneumotach and computerized data acquisition software.Expired air was collected in a spirometer for measurement of pulmonary ventilation (Ve), tidal volume (VT), and expired O2 and CO2, which permitted calculation of O2 consumption and CO2 excretion. A chronically placed catheter in the elevated carotid artery was used for arterial blood sampling to measure pH, PaO2, and PaCO2 (model 248; Bayer Health Care). Respiratory dead space was calculated using the Bohr equation, and alveolar ventilation (VA) was calculated subtracting dead space ventilation from Ve.

Rectal temperature of the animals was measured at regular intervals.

Assessment of CBD. Pre- and post-CBD, the goats were exposed to hypoxia to evaluate the peripheral chemoreflex. Inspiratory flow (Vi) was measured during 30 min of room air breathing followed by exposure to a hypoxic gas mixture for 5 min. The objective was to decrease PaO2 to ~30 torr, which in intact goats required an FIO2 of 0.10 (N2 balance) and post-CBD required an FIO2 of 0.12 (N2 balance).

Assessment of the CO2 chemoreflex. The ventilatory CO2 chemoreflex was assessed every 1 to 3 days throughout the duration of the study protocol. Ve was measured during 30 min of room air breathing followed by exposure to three increasing concentrations of inspired CO2 (FICO2 = 0.03, 0.05, 0.07 in room air) for 5 min each. Arterial blood was sampled twice during room-air breathing and once during each of the last 2 min of each level of elevated inspired CO2. The CO2 chemoreflex was expressed as ∆Ve/∆PaCO2 when progressing from room-air breathing to all three levels of inspired CO2.

Injection studies. Glutamate receptor agonist injection into the preBötC region of awake goats has previously been shown to elicit a robust hyperpnea (25, 49). Accordingly, N-methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA), which transiently stimulates glutamate receptors, was injected into the MTs of each implanted goat to gain insight into whether the MT placement was in or near the preBötC. Inspiratory flow was measured for 30 min during room air breathing and for 30 min following unilateral control injections of 500 nl of mock CSF (mCSF), containing 124 mM NaCl, 2.0 mM KCl, 2.0 mM MgCl2, 1.3 mM K2HPO4, 2.0 mM CaCl2, 11 mM glucose, 26 mM NaHCO3, pH 7.32 in sterile distilled H2O equilibrated with 6.4% CO2, 21% O2, balance N2. Subsequently, 500 nl of 100 mM NMDA in mCSF was unilaterally injected and Ve was measured for 30 min postinjection.

Microdialysis studies. For assessment of central neuromodulator and/or neurotransmitter levels pre- and post-CBD within the preBötC region of the VMC, a microdialysis probe (CMA 12; 70 mm shaft length, 2 mm membrane length, 0.5 mm membrane diameter, 20 kDa
molecular mass limit) was inserted into an implanted MT for dialysis of mCSF and collection of the effluent dialysate (25, 35). After a 60-min stabilization period following probe insertion, mCSF was dialyzed (10 μl/min; Harvard Apparatus syringe pump) continuously for 3 h while the goats were breathing room air. The effluent mCSF was collected in modified cryotubes; frozen at −80°C; and later analyzed for glutamate, glycine, GABA, serotonin (5-HT) substance P, epinephrine, norepinephrine, and dopamine concentrations. During dialysis, inspiratory flow was monitored continuously and arterial blood gases were measured during the last 5 min of each hour; however, dialysis of mCSF had no effect on these variables (data not shown). At least two dialysis studies were performed prior to CBD (once on each side), and one or two dialysis studies were performed within every 10-day period post-CBD (once on each side) until goats were euthanized.

**Neurochemical analyses.** Glutamate, glycine, and GABA were measured by reverse-phase HPLC with fluorescent detection using the following parameters: Waters Resolve C18 column (150 × 3.9), a fluorescence detector with excitation at 229 nm and emission at 470 nm, β-alanine internal standard, and O-phthalaldehyde derivitization. For measurement of 5-HT, the same type of column was used, but with a potential setting of 0.6 V vs. a reference electrode of Ag/AgCl and an N-methylserotonin internal standard. Measurement of norepinephrine, epinephrine, and dopamine was accomplished by using a Waters uBondapak C18 column (300 × 3.9), potential setting of 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a DHBA internal standard. A commercially available immunoassay (Assay Designs 900-018; range, 9.76–10,000 pg/ml) was used to measure substance P via a microplate reader at 405 nm.

**Histological Studies**

Upon completion of physiologic studies and in histological control goats, the goats were anesthetized with a ketamine/xylazine mixture (24:1 vol/vol) and euthanized with B-euthanasia. The head was then flushed (10% sucrose in PBS) and fixed (4% paraformaldehyde in PBS), and the medullary tissue was extracted. The tissue was cryo-protected in 20% and 30% sucrose for at least 72 h, and was then frozen and serial sectioned (25 μm) in the transverse plane from obex to the pontomedullary junction (~10 mm). Each section was adhered to electrostatically treated slides and was either Nissl-stained for identification of gross anatomical structures or immunostained for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) or the serotonin transporter (SERT). For TPH and SERT staining, CBD and sham-CBD goat tissue was always processed paired with tissue of a control, naïve goat, or sham-CBD goat.

**Nissl staining.** After a 10-min drying period, the tissue was cleared in xylene for 1 h followed by sequential dehydration in 100%, 95%, and 70% ethanol before a 2-min distilled, deionized water rinse. The tissue was exposed to 4% cresyl violet for 10 min followed by dehydration in ethanol, including exposure to 0.5% acid ethanol. The tissue was then washed in a 0.4% Triton X-100 in PBS solution for 10 min and blocked with 5% normal horse serum in 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS for 1 h. The tissue was then washed in a 0.4% Triton X-100 PBS solution for 10 min and blocked with 5% normal horse serum, 5% normal goat serum in 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS for 1 h. The tissue was then incubated with the primary antibody (1:2,000 in 1.25% normal horse serum, 1.25% normal goat serum, 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS) for up to 72 h followed by rinsing with 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS for 10 min three times. The tissue was then incubated with a biotinylated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:500 in 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS) for 30 min, rinsed with PBS for 10 min three times, and incubated with ABC reagents (Vector Labs) for 30 min. After a final rinse with PBS, the tissue was exposed to ImmPACT VIP (Vector Labs) (~6 min), dehydrated with Dryrite for 72 h, cleared with a graded xylene series, and coverslipped. Tissue was stained at 400-μm intervals.

**SERT immunostaining.** After a 2-h drying period, the tissue underwent heat antigen retrieval (DAKO) for 12 min and was rinsed in PBS for 1 h. The tissue was then washed in a 0.4% Triton X-100 PBS solution for 10 min and blocked with 5% normal horse serum, 5% normal goat serum in 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS for 1 h. The tissue was then incubated with the primary antibody (1:2,000 in 1.25% normal horse serum, 1.25% normal goat serum, 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS) for up to 72 h followed by rinsing with 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS for 10 min three times. The tissue was then incubated with a biotinylated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:500 in 0.1% Triton X-100 PBS) for 30 min, rinsed with PBS for 10 min three times, and incubated with ABC reagents (Vector Labs) for 30 min. After a final rinse with PBS, the tissue was exposed to ImmPACT VIP (Vector Labs) (~6 min), dehydrated with Dryrite for 72 h, cleared with a graded xylene series, and coverslipped. Tissue was stained at 400-μm intervals.

**MT location.** Four thousand DPI scanned images of Nissl-stained tissue sections from obex to the pontomedullary junction were captured (Nikon Super Coolscan 9000) for identification of MT location. Metamorph imaging software was used to spatially calibrate each image and measure MT placement in millimeters relative to midline, the ventral medullary surface, and obex. MT placement was identifiable as absent or disrupted tissue, and the implantation site was defined as the ventral-most aspect and center of the rostral-caudal MT tissue disruption (19, 25, 49).

**Neuronal count regions.** The medullary raphé count regions were within areas defined by previous studies (19), including a midline raphé (MR) region (1.0 mm lateral to the midline bilaterally from the dorsal to ventral surfaces), or a ventrolateral region (all other TPH+ neurons >1.0 mm lateral to the midline). Neurons within these regions were manually counted by an experienced technician who was unaware of whether goats had been an unoperated control, or underwent sham-CBD or unimplanted CBD. However, because of the MT tract, the microscopist was aware of whether the goats had MTs implanted.

**SERT density quantification.** SERT staining was quantified within several respiratory-related nuclei, including the NTS, dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, hypoglossal motor nucleus, facial nucleus (FN), and a region ventral to FN in which there is a population of Phox2b+ neurons (31) (a marker for pFRG/RTN) (18). SERT staining was also quantified within the cuneate nucleus, which is not considered part of the respiratory network. A 296 × 222 μm image centered within the nucleus of interest was acquired (40× objective lens, 0.75 NA) for processing with ImageJ software. Processing included background subtraction and objective threshold setting (Renyi entropy algorithm) of positively labeled pixels for conversion to a binary image. The percent area of positively labeled pixels in each image was measured as an index of SERT density. In CBD goats, SERT density was normalized to a control or a sham-CBD animal.

**Data and Statistical Analysis**

**Hypoxic response studies.** Inspiratory minute ventilation was calculated and binned into 1-min periods for the entire study protocol. These values were then subjected to a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures to compare V̇I during each minute of room air and hypoxic gas breathing. This analysis was performed before and after CBD surgery on the raw values for V̇I; however, data are expressed as percent of mean V̇I during the last 5 min of room-air breathing.

**Ventilatory variables, blood gases, and CO₂ sensitivity.** The effect of CBD on ventilatory variables, blood gases, and CO₂ sensitivity varies temporally between goats, and thus binning these data day-by-day masks the peak effects of CBD. Accordingly, in each goat, these variables were divided during which the following occurred: peak hypoventilation, nadir of CO₂ sensitivity, transient recovery of CO₂ sensitivity, and 20–30 days post. These values and the pre-CBD values were...
subjected to a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures to establish effects of CBD. The threshold for significance for this analysis and all subsequent statistical analyses was set as $P < 0.05$.

**NMMA injection studies.** Breathing frequency ($f$) was calculated and binned into 1-min periods for the entire study protocol. Control $f$ was then calculated by averaging $f$ during the last 15 min of the control period, and the peak $f$ after injection was calculated by averaging $f$ during the 5-min span that encompassed the peak value. A paired $t$-test was used to compare control $f$ with peak $f$.

**Microdialysis studies.** The measured values of neurochemicals were binned as follows: pre-CBD, 0–10 days post-CBD, 11–20 days post-CBD, and 21–30 days post-CBD. The rationale for the time intervals was based on the temporal pattern of CBD effects on ventilatory variables, blood gases, and the CO$_2$ chemoreflex post-CBD. The absolute values for each interval were subjected to a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures to establish whether CBD affected neurochemicals.

**Neuron counts.** THF$^+$ neurons and total neurons (Nissl-stained) were counted and binned every 400 $\mu$m. No difference was observed between control (naïve) goats and sham-CBD goats, thus these groups were combined. Measured values were subjected to a two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (distance and condition) to compare CBD goats with control/sham-CBD goats. Average number of neurons per tissue section was also calculated by averaging counts at each rostrocaudal distance for each goat. These values were subjected to a Student’s $t$-test to compare CBD goats with control/sham goats.

**SERT analysis.** SERT density was quantified and binned every 400 $\mu$m. Average control or sham-CBD SERT density for each nucleus was calculated by averaging SERT density across each rostrocaudal distance, and individual values were then normalized to the average control or sham-CBD SERT density. No difference was observed between control goats and sham-CBD goats, thus these groups were combined. Normalized values were subjected to a two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (distance and condition) to compare CBD goats with control/sham-CBD goats.

**RESULTS**

**Verification of CBD**

Exposure to 5 min of hypoxic gas before bilateral CBD resulted in a significant increase ($P < 0.001$) in $V_I$ to 174.11 ± 8.64% of room air breathing, whereas hypoxia post-CBD had no significant effect ($P = 0.601$) on $V_I$ in all except two goats (Fig. 1). These two goats (one with implanted MTs and one without) exhibited an attenuated but not eliminated hypoxic ventilatory response post-CBD ($V_I$ = 133.66%, data not shown) and were thus considered partially denervated (partial-CBD). The hypoxic response was not measured in one goat previously (20, 40). Thereafter, there was a secondary reduction in PaCO$_2$ and a 50% decrease in the CO$_2$ chemoreflex (data not shown).

**Neural prosthetic implants**

**Location of Implanted MTs**

In all but one MT-implanted CBD goat, the histologic analysis of medullary tissue indicated both MTs were within the VMC (Fig. 4). The single exception was in goat 3, in which one MT was in the midline medullary raphe; thus, neurochemical data from dialysis at this site are not included in computed average values. The average location for the left MT was 3.29 ± 0.56 mm rostral to obex, 4.60 ± 0.44 mm lateral from
Physiologic evidence of MT placement within or near the preBötC was also provided by an increase in \( f \) by 161.24 ± 29.15% (left MT; \( P = 0.03 \)) and 188.77 ± 23.83% (right MT; \( P = 0.006 \)) after NMDA injection (Fig. 4). In contrast, \( f \) after mCSF injection was 105.08 ± 4.13% and 106.24 ± 4.60% (\( P > 0.05 \)). Overall, the \( f \) response to glutamate receptor stimulation is consistent with MT placement within or near the preBötC region (25, 44, 49). Note, however, that there was a minimal response to NMDA in some goats, including goat 3, in which one of the injections was in the caudal midline raphe.

midline, and 2.33 ± 0.35 mm from the ventral surface of the medulla. The right MTs were located on average 3.58 ± 0.49 mm rostral to obex, 4.41 ± 0.41 lateral from midline, and 2.75 ± 0.36 mm from the ventral surface of the medulla. These coordinates are in close proximity to the presumed location of the of the preBötC region in goats (25, 49).

Fig. 2. Bilateral CBD results in hypoventilation while breathing room air. The \( y \)-axis depicts eupneic \( \text{PaCO}_2 \) (mmHg ± SEM), \( \text{PaO}_2 \) (mmHg ± SEM), and arterial pH in A, B, and C, respectively; the \( x \)-axis depicts pre-CBD and days post-CBD in CBD (\( n = 8 \), closed symbols) and sham-CBD (\( n = 3 \), open symbols). The \( F \) and \( P \) values are from one-way ANOVA on data obtained from the CBD goats (*\( P < 0.05 \) vs. pre-CBD, **\( P < 0.05 \) vs. peak hypventilation). Note that there was significant but partial recovery of \( \text{PaCO}_2 \) 10 days after CBD after reaching a peak at 5 days post-CBD. All \( \text{PaO}_2 \) and pH values after CBD differed (\( P < 0.05 \)) from control values but no post-CBD values differed from each other. Sham-CBD had no effect on any variable.

Fig. 3. Bilateral CBD in goats (\( n = 8 \)) decreased pulmonary ventilation (\( \dot{V}_E \)), tidal volume (\( \dot{V}_T \)), and the ventilatory \( \text{CO}_2 \) chemoreflex (\( \dot{V}_E/\text{PaCO}_2 \)). The \( F \) and \( P \) values are from one-way ANOVA on data obtained on CBD goats. All values for \( \dot{V}_E \) and \( \dot{V}_T \) post-CBD differed from pre-CBD (\( P < 0.05 \)). \( \dot{V}_E \) and \( \dot{V}_T \) also decreased after sham-CBD, reflecting the effect of a chronic tracheostomy. The \( \text{CO}_2 \) chemoreflex differed (\( P < 0.05 \)) from control on 10 and 20–30 days post-CBD but not 15 days post-CBD.
In the CBD goat euthanized 13 days post-CBD (goat 2), NMDA injection studies were not performed, but the MT locations were found to be within the normal range of the preBötC/VMC in goats.

**Effect of CBD on Neurochemicals within the preBötC/VMC**

In goats with both MTs considered to be within the VMC, neurochemical levels from the left and right MTs did not differ significantly (P > 0.10), and the mean differences between pairs were all less than 5% of the grand means. Accordingly, data from the left and right MTs in these goats were averaged. The pre-CBD concentrations of the neurochemicals are in agreement with previous data on awake goats (35), including absence of norepinephrine in all samples.

After CBD, the inhibitory neurotransmitters GABA and glycine were elevated to 265.6 ± 71.2% (P = 0.048) and 183.4 ± 50.7% (P = 0.003), respectively, from pre-CBD values, and glutamine was decreased (P = 0.029) compared with pre-CBD (Fig. 5). The greatest change from pre-CBD tended to be during the intervals 0 to 10 and 21 to 30 days post-CBD. In the single partial-CBD goat with implanted MTs, the level of glutamine was not affected by partial-CBD, but GABA and glycine were increased by nearly 100% 10–20 and 21–30 days after partial-CBD (data not shown). In the single sham-CBD goat, average glutamine, glycine, and GABA levels were 73, 138, and 125% of control, respectively, over the 30 days after surgery (Fig. 5).

There was a significant (P < 0.05) decrease in dopamine after CBD (Fig. 6). There was variation among goats in the pre-CBD values and the effects of CBD on 5-HT, epinephrine, and substance P; thus there was no significant (P > 0.05) effect of CBD on these neurochemicals. However, there was decreased 5-HT and epinephrine in four of six goats 11–20 post-CBD and in four of five goats 21–30 days post-CBD. The

---

**Fig. 5.** CBD results in significant (P < 0.05) increases in GABA and glycine and decreased glutamine in mCSF dialyzed into the preBötC/VMC. The y-axis shows the level of each variable at three time intervals after CBD expressed as the percent of the pre-CBD value (mean ± SE, n = 5–8 goats). *Differences (one-way ANOVA, P < 0.05) from control values. #Differences between 21–30 and 0–10 days post-CBD. Open circles are values from a single sham-CBD goat whose values for glycine and GABA were near control 0–10 and 21–30 days post sham surgery, suggesting that the increases in the CBD group was directly or indirectly due to loss of carotid afferents.

**Fig. 6.** Bilateral CBD results in significantly (P < 0.05) decreased dopamine and but not significantly changed epinephrine, serotonin, and substance P in mCSF dialyzed into the preBötC/VMC. The y-axis shows the level of each variable at three time intervals after CBD expressed as the percent of the pre-CBD value (mean ± SE, n = 5–8 goats).
trend in the partial-CBD goat was for less of a reduction in these neuromodulators than in the CBD goats (data not shown). In the single sham-CBD goat, 5-HT did not decrease, and there was no consistent trend in substance P after surgery (Fig. 6).

**Medullary TPH**<sup>+</sup> **Neuron Counts**

To further evaluate the effect of CBD on the serotonin neuromodulatory system, we investigated potential changes in tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) expression in the midline raphe (MR) and ventrolateral medulla (VLM). An example of immunolabeled TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons within the MR in a naïve goat (control) and a CBD goat is shown in Fig. 7A. In CBD goats euthanized at 30 days post-CBD, there was a significant reduction in the number of immunolabeled TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons within the MR over the entire rostrocaudal distance of the medulla relative to control/sham-CBD goats (P = 0.05; Fig. 7B). The average number of MR TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons/tissue section was 26.55 ± 2.91 in CBD goats euthanized at 30 days post-CBD (n = 7) and 37.31 ± 2.09 in control/sham-CBD goats (P = 0.009; n = 8; Fig. 7C).

Nissl-stained neuron counts indicated that there was no change in the total number of neurons within the MR in both CBD and sham-CBD goats relative to control goats (P = 0.05) throughout the entire rostrocaudal distance of the medulla (Fig. 7B, middle). The average number of MR Nissl-stained neurons/section was 176.76 ± 10.37 in CBD goats euthanized at 30 days post-CBD (n = 7) and 179.82 ± 5.84 in control/sham-CBD goats (P = 0.01; n = 8; data not shown). CBD goats euthanized 5 to 13 days post-CBD and partial-CBD goats did not exhibit a reduced percentage of TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons within the MR relative to control/sham-CBD goats (data not shown).

---

**Fig. 7.** Goats euthanized 30 days post bilateral CBD exhibit a midline raphe (MR)-specific reduction in the percent of tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH<sup>+</sup>) neurons. A: examples of the MR of a control, naïve goat (top), and a CBD goat (bottom). Note the qualitative reduction in the number of immunolabeled TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons in the MR of the CBD goat. The y-axis in B depicts neuron counts ± SEM for MR TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons (top), MR total neurons (middle), and ventrolateral medullary (VLM) TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons (bottom); the x-axis depicts distance rostral from obex (mm). The bar graphs in C show the average counts per tissue section for MR TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons (top), MR total neurons (middle), and VLM TPH<sup>+</sup> neurons (bottom) for control/sham-CBD and CBD goats. *Statistically significant differences between groups (P < 0.05, Student’s t-test). The closed and open symbols for the control group represent individual values for five unoperated goats and two sham CBD goats, respectively. The red symbol is a sham-CBD goat with microtubules implanted in the preBötC/VMC. Note the close agreement between unoperated and sham-CBD goats. The closed and open symbols for the CBD groups represent individual values for goats that did or did not, respectively, have microtubules implanted into the preBötC/VMC. Note that values for goats with implanted microtubules in the sham-CBD and CBD goats did not differ systematically from those that did not have implanted microtubules.
The decreased number of TPH\(^+\) neurons in CBD goats euthanized at 30 days post-CBD was specific to the midline regions of the medullary raphe, because there was no significant difference in the number of ventrolateral TPH\(^+\) neurons between CBD and control/sham-CBD goats at each rostrocaudal distance within the medulla (\(P > 0.05\); Fig. 7, B and C, bottom).

**SERT Density Quantification**

The SERT protein located presynaptically has been used as a marker for 5-HT-releasing terminals. An example of immunolabeled SERT terminals and the quantification of SERT density within the NTS of a control, naïve goat and a CBD goat are shown in Fig. 8, A and B, respectively. Relative to control/sham goats, in the CBD goats, there was a 50\% reduction (\(P < 0.001\)) in SERT density (Fig. 8C) in the NTS, dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, hypoglossal nucleus, facial nucleus, and ventral to the facial nucleus. The reduction in SERT was not restricted to respiratory nuclei because SERT was also reduced (\(P < 0.05\)) in the cuneate nucleus and the reduction did not differ (\(P > 0.05\)) from the respiratory sites. Partial-CBD goats (\(n = 2\)) exhibited a similar uniform reduction in SERT density as CBD goats (data not shown). In the goats euthanized at 5 (\(n = 2\)) and 13 (\(n = 1\)) days post-CBD, a consistent reduction in SERT density was only observed ventral to the facial nucleus.

**DISCUSSION**

The major finding of this study was that the hypoventilation and reduced ventilatory CO\(_2\) chemoreflex for several days following CBD were associated with changes in neurochemicals, suggesting increased inhibition and decreased excitatory neuromodulation within the respiratory network. Specifically there was 1) a significant (\(P < 0.05\)) increase in GABA and glycine, and a decrease in glutamine and dopamine in mCSF dialyzed within the preBötC/VMC; and 2) a significant (\(P <
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**Fig. 8.** Goats euthanized 30 days post-CBD exhibited a significantly (\(P < 0.05\)) reduced serotonin transporter (SERT) density at all six medullary sites studied, but there were no significant (\(P > 0.05\)) differences between sites. A: examples of immunolabeled SERT terminals from the nucleus of solitary tract (NTS) of a control, naïve goat and a CBD goat are shown in Fig. 8, A and B, respectively. Left: raw SERT images; right: images processed and quantified with ImageJ software. Note the qualitative reduction in SERT density in the NTS of the CBD goat. B: an example of the quantification of NTS SERT density \(\pm\) SEM in CBD and control/sham goats. The y-axis depicts SERT density; the x-axis depicts distance rostral from obex (mm). C: bar graphs represent average SERT density \(\pm\) SEM in six different nuclei in CBD goats euthanized 30 days post-CBD. The closed and open squares represent values for individual goats that did or did not, respectively, have microtubules implanted into the preBötC/VMC. Note there was no systematic difference between implanted and unimplanted goats. DMNV, dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; XII, hypoglossal motor nucleus; FN, facial nucleus; ventral to facial, presumed parafacial/retrotrapezoid nucleus; CN, cuneate nucleus.
Effects of CBD on VMC Neurochemicals

Herein we tested the hypothesis that after CBD there would be a decrease in excitatory neuromodulators and/or an increase in inhibitory neurotransmitters within the preBötC/VMC after CBD. Our current data support this hypothesis. However, CBD causes hypercapnia and hypoxemia, which may have caused rather than resulted from these changes in neurochemicals. We show in Fig. 9 that there was no clear correlation between the hypercapnia induced by CBD and the changes in GABA, glycine, and glutamine (or any other neurochemical). These data suggest that the observed changes in neurochemicals were not driven by the hypercapnia. These data are in agreement with data of Hoop et al. who found that GABA and glycine levels in effluent mCSF dialyzed into the VMC were 400% higher in anesthetized, ventilated rats following CBD compared with carotid-intact rats in which PaCO2 was maintained (22). In addition, other studies found that acute, moderate hypercapnia does not change neurochemicals in mCSF dialyzed into brainstem respiratory nuclei (16, 33), although more severe (PaCO2 = 80 mmHg) hypercapnia increased glutamate and GABA ~20% after 20 min and was maintained for up to 21 days (51). Accordingly, the bulk of the evidence suggests that the CBD-induced hypercapnia was not the primary cause of the changes in neurochemicals after CBD.

The changes in neurochemicals within the preBötC/VMC following CBD may reflect changes in the activity of local (21) or distant neurons resulting from a loss of tonic excitatory carotid afferent input. The first synapse of carotid afferents is in the NTS, which projects to multiple sites, including the pFRG/RTN and the serotonergic raphe nuclei (39), both of which project to the pre-BötC/VMC. Data from several studies suggest that neurons in the pFRG/RTN are inherently CO2/H+ sensitive, integrate input from multiple sources, and provide excitatory (glutamatergic) drive to multiple sites of respiratory neurons, including the preBötC (17). Thus the reduction in pFRG/RTN activity after CBD would contribute to the reduced eupneic breathing and ventilatory CO2 chemoreflex.

Similarly, 5-HT neurons in the raphe are believed to affect ventilation through inherent CO2/H+ sensitivity and the release of excitatory neuromodulators within the respiratory network. The neuromodulatory effects of 5-HT neurons occur mainly through presynaptic and postsynaptic G protein-coupled receptors (41), including the 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor subtypes. 5-HT1A receptors are coupled to inhibitory Gi proteins leading to inhibition of adenyl cyclases and neuronal excitability, whereas the 5-HT2A receptors are coupled to Gq proteins, which increase neuronal excitability. The 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors are both expressed on respiratory neurons, including within the preBötC (29, 48), where postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors are heavily expressed on glycineric neurons (10, 28). Our observations that TPH-expressing neurons and SERT density are reduced following CBD suggest that excitatory drive to the raphe is also reduced, and potentially, the capacity for 5-HT release is also reduced after CBD. A reduction in 5-HT release within the preBötC/VMC may reduce neuronal excitability of some respiratory neurons, and disinhibit local glycineric and/or GABAergic neurons via reduced 5-HT1A receptor activity. Moreover, reduced 5-HT release may also directly affect pFRG/RTN activity, which is likely already reduced after CBD (37). A postulated reduction in 5-HT release is supported by the trends in reductions in 5-HT in our measurements of the effluent dialysate from the pre-BötC/VMC. The trend in reduced 5-HT was apparent 0–10 days after CBD, but TPH expression was not reduced during this time frame, which seems to indicate that there was a decrease in 5-HT release before there was an effect on the enzyme that synthesizes 5-HT.

There are multiple other factors that could have affected glycine and GABA levels in the extracellular fluid, including changes in cerebral blood flow and/or glial function, and which may be locally or globally altered in our CBD model. In addition, carotid sinus nerve sectioning also attenuates the baroreflex, and thus the observed effects could also be relevant to the cardiovascular control mechanisms. Finally, the neurochemical changes observed may also be secondary to alterations in other neurochemicals and/or receptor activity not measured in these studies, because we have previously shown with pharmacological antagonism of muscarinic cholineric
receptors dramatically alters local 5-HT, substance P, glycine, and GABA levels (35). Regardless, the present study provides evidence that the reductions in ventilation and high tolerance for hypercapnia after CBD might be caused in part by increased glycine and GABA inhibitory modulation of preBotC/VMC neurons.

Respiratory Neuroplasticity Following CBD

We observed a partial recovery (attenuation) from the CBD-induced hypoventilation and a transient return of ventilatory CO2 sensitivity (Fig. 2). This modest recovery likely represents a “manifestation of plasticity within the regulatory system” (13). Variable recovery of hypoventilation following CBD has been documented in multiple species (2, 3, 34). Humans studied after carotid body resection also demonstrate limited recovery of hypoventilation (1, 6, 11), suggesting that goats are an appropriate model for the study of plasticity within the respiratory network. Although data show increases in peripheral chemosensitivity following CBD at sites other than the carotid bodies, these sites likely do not contribute to the recovery of hypoventilation (2, 43). Indeed, the recovery of peripheral chemosensitivity after CBD in ponies was eliminated by denervation of aortic chemoreceptors (2). However, aortic denervation after recovery from CBD did not cause further hypoventilation; thus the recovery of eupneic PaCO2 after CBD must have been due to a form of plasticity at another site, likely within the brainstem respiratory network. Several types of central neuroplasticity involve alterations in neuromodulatory systems such as the serotonergic system (7, 15, 24, 32, 47). TPH, the rate-limiting enzyme in serotonin production, exhibits activity-dependent expression by altering expression appropriately to normalize neuronal activity in response to altered afferent input (5, 9, 26, 45). Also, structural plasticity of the serotonergic system, including increased 5-HT terminal density, has been observed following several types of peripheral sensory deafferentation such as thoracic dorsal rhizotomy (32) and cervical dorsal rhizotomy (23, 24).

However, despite a partial recovery from hypoventilation after CBD, we observed a decreased number of neurons that express detectable levels of TPH. Furthermore, the density of SERT staining was globally reduced. Collectively, these data likely indicate a reduced capacity of medullary raphe neurons to produce and release 5-HT following CBD in goats. 5-HT terminal density, has been observed following several types of peripheral sensory deafferentation such as thoracic dorsal rhizotomy (32) and cervical dorsal rhizotomy (23, 24).

We found that the ventilatory CO2 chemoreflex showed a significant but transient recovery followed by another period of attenuation up to 30 days post-CBD (Fig. 3). These data point to a dynamic process affecting CO2 sensitivity during the week following CBD. Given the downregulated serotonergic system and increased inhibitory neurotransmitters, one might hypothesize an overall reduction in the CO2 chemoreflex. However, the divergence in the pattern and/or timing of the recovery of hypoventilation and the chemoreflex suggest physiologically distinct control mechanisms for room-air breathing and the chemoreflex. This divergence has been demonstrated under multiple conditions (14, 34, 38, 50). Collectively, the data suggest that intact input from the carotid bodies, and not the ventilatory CO2 chemoreflex, is a primary determinant of room-air breathing.
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